Christmas Poems (Everymans Library Pocket Poets)

Non-Sentimental Poems For Both A Holiday And A Holy Day:

This garland of Christmas poems contains not only the ones you would insist on finding here (A Visit from St. Nicholas, Lo, How a Rose Eer Blooming, and The Twelve Days of Christmas among them) but such equally enchanting though lesser-known Yuletide treasures as Emily Dickinsons The Savior must have been a docile Gentleman, Anthony Hechts Christmas Is Coming, Rudyard Kiplings Christmas in India, Langston Hughess Shepherds Song at Christmas, Robert Gravess The Christmas Robin, and happy surprises like Phyllis McGinleys Office Party, Dorothy Parkers The Maid-Servant at the Inn, and Philip Larkins New Year Poem.--BOOK JACKET.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Here is an exquisite anthology, 4 1/2 x 6 1/2, small enough to fit into ones purse or pocket -- to peruse while standing in line at the p.o., at a store counter, etc. Besides Clement Moores classic A Visit from St. Nicholas and familiar carols, here are Christmas at Sea by Robert Lewis Stevenson, The Annunciation by Elizabeth Jennings, and Christmas in Biafra by Chinua Achebe. Also read poems by J.D. McClatchy, Dorothy Parker, Emily Dickinson and other classic or contemporary poets in these 254 pages. Highly recommended.
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